INTRODUCTION	v
where there was little industry and less trade, though it had
a network of independent artisans whose chief interests
were agricultural.    The industrial community, according to
the current impression, was composed of small producers—
handicraftsmen who worked under their own roof on their
own materials and with their own tools, assisted by their
families or a hired journeyman and apprentices, dividing
their time between their cottage workshops and their farms,
and supplying the neighbourhood with rude and unspecialized
wares.    A sprinkling of capitalists lurked obscurely in the
background but they were not considered an integral, and
much less an important, element in the older structure.    An
Article in a standard Dictionary of Political Economy explains
how until near the end of the eighteenth century " the general
character of industry in England presented broadly the same
features as those which it had exhibited during the greater
part of the Middle Ages. .  . . Manufacturing industry was
carried on with few exceptions by craftsmen working with
their own hands in their own homes, although . . . some
capitalist employers existed. . . . Employment, such as it
was, was regular ;  fashions varied slowly and slightly ;  and
men produced in the main, though not exclusively, for a
market which was close at hand ".    Corresponding to this
account of an immature industry is the picture drawn of
English foreign trade in a book written by an economist of-
distinction :   " [Before the nineteenth century] there were
very limited manufactures in our present sense of the term,
no ships to carry our superfluous goods, no foreign demand
for them, no admission to other countries. ... In fact, in
the eighteenth century foreign trade was of so little import-
ance to the majority of the inhabitants of England that, but
for some importation of wheat, the whole might have been
destroyed without making any appreciable change in the
habits or wealth of the people;  the rich would have been
deprived of some luxuries, the poor of very few, a small class
of traders would have been affected, and an unimportant
branch of revenue destroyed ; but no other result would have
followed ". ["in the state of knowledge implied by these
quotations,  it is not surprising that the introduction of

